
1. The war came home to Berlin in November 1943 when 
bombs were dropped on the city. Do you have sympathy 
for the everyday Berliner who was just trying to live a 
normal life? Are you critical of those who were followers? 
Do you think many of them realized that this was a 
consequence of looking the other way or blindly 
following Hitler and the Nazis when they came to power?

2. Early on, Nathan reminisces about his relationship with 
Lena in the 1930s. Clearly, he was more committed than 
she was. What are your impressions of both Nathan and 
Lena when they first confront each other on the street?

3. As the story unfolds, Nathan seeks out Lena for help. 
What prompts him to seek her assistance? Was it a mistake 
for them to get involved? Was there another way Nathan’s 
dilemma with Major Weber could have been resolved?

4. Allison is a nuclear physicist, yet she is conflicted about 
her work. In what way? How did her conflicts affect the 
mission?

5. What were Nathan’s feelings toward the development of 
the atomic bomb, both in Germany and in the U.S. Did 
they from differ from Allison’s? Which opinion do you 
agree with and why?

6. Courage and bravery are themes that run throughout the 
story. Allison said that she wasn’t brave, she was scared to 
death, yet she pretended to be Irène Curie and sneak into 
the heavily guarded KWI laboratory. Did she demonstrate 
bravery or was she foolhardy? What other characters 
demonstrated bravery?

7. Before reaching Berlin, Nathan expressed to Allison that 
he faulted his father for not leaving Germany when the 
other scientists emigrated. Did Josef abandon his 
responsibility to his family, or did he do the best that he 
could under the circumstances? He placed Rachel at a 
convent for her protection. Should he have done more? 
Could he have done more?

8. When Nathan became separated from Dr. Snyder, Rachel, 
and Allison, he said that the success of this entire mission 
was now in Allison’s hands. He was confident in her 
leadership and her ability to finish the mission. What gave 
rise to that confidence?

9. If you were going to write a sequel, what do you think 
would be the next chapter for Nathan and Allison?
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